AbstractÐThe irregular switch-based network of workstations is fast becoming a cost-effective platform for high performance computing. This paper presents efficient multicasting with reduced link contention on irregular switch-based cut-through interconnection using the popular up*/down* (UD) routing and unicast message passing. First, it is proven that, for an arbitrary irregular network with UD routing, it is not possible to create an ordered list of nodes to implement an arbitrary multicast in a link contention-free manner with a minimal number of communication steps. Next, three different multicast algorithms are proposed with their respective node orderings to reduce link contention: switch-based ordering (SO), switch-based hierarchical ordering (SHO), and chain concatenation ordering (CCO). A variation of the binomial tree-based communication pattern, with unicast message passing, is used on the above orderings to implement multicast. Then, the problem of node contention is described in the case when multiple multicasts occur concurrently in a system. Using source-based information, the CCO algorithm is modified to propose a source-partitioned chain concatenation ordering (SPCCO) algorithm. It is also shown how the SPCCO algorithm reduces the effect of node contention at the cost of link contention. Using detailed simulation experiments, the proposed multicast algorithms are compared with each other as well as with the naive random ordering (RO) algorithm for a range of system sizes, switch sizes, message lengths, input buffer sizes, degrees of connectivity, destination set sizes, and communication start-up times. For the case of single multicast, the CCO algorithm is shown to be the best to implement multicast with reduced link contention and minimum latency. For the case of multiple multicasts, the SPCCO algorithm is shown to be the best when the start-up overhead dominates the propagation overhead and the CCO algorithm is shown to be the best otherwise. The results also highlight the importance of reducing link contention when designing efficient multicast, even for systems with large input buffers in the switches. Thus, these results demonstrate significant potential to be applied to current and future generation NOW systems with irregular interconnection.
provide a very small buffer space at each hop, which results in links getting held up by blocked worms. Also, these systems use regular network topologies (such as meshes, tori, hypercubes, multistage interconnection networks, etc.) with various deadlock-free routing schemes. Such regular topologies have important mathematical properties that make message communication easier by making message routing simpler, lowering the average distance per communication, and/or increasing the bisection bandwidth [9] . For such regular cut-through networks, many multicast/broadcast algorithms have been proposed in the literature in recent years [3] , [8] , [14] , [16] , [20] , [22] , [28] .
More recently, cut-through switching is being applied to switch-based interconnects like, Myrinet [2] and ServerNet [12] , to build networks of workstations, or NOWs (also called workstation clusters), for cost-effective parallel computing. In contrast to traditional parallel systems, these switches provide larger buffers at the input ports. This allows the trailing flits of a blocked worm to be pooled into the buffers, thus freeing links that would have otherwise been held up. Also, such switch-based networks typically have irregular topologies to allow the construction of scalable systems with incremental expansion capability. This flexibility allows easy addition and deletion of nodes to the computing environment making the overall environment more amenable to network reconfigurations and resistant to faults. However, these topologies do not possess many of the attractive mathematical properties of the regular topologies. This makes the routing schemes on such systems quite complicated. There are routing schemes [1] , [6] , [29] , [30] , [32] that have been proposed on such systems to achieve deadlock-free, adaptive routing. The complex nature of such routing schemes also leads to difficulty in implementing a multicast/broadcast operation in a contention-free manner.
Multicast algorithms are typically hierarchical in nature to achieve reduced latency. In these algorithms, some nodes work as intermediate nodes which receive a copy of the message from the source and forward it to other nodes. Typically, tree-structured algorithms are used to minimize the number of communication startups (steps) required for multicast [4] , [22] . The efficiency of an algorithm is determined by the required number of startups for a multicast to complete and the degree of link contention experienced among the messages of the multicast. For regular networks with e-cube routing, the concept of a dimension-ordered chain has been developed [22] to implement contention-free multicast with minimum latency. However, for irregular cut-through networks with adaptive routing, developing such contention-free multicast algorithms is a nontrivial task.
The goal of this paper is to develop efficient multicast algorithms for irregular switch-based networks. We consider the popular deadlock-free routing scheme called up*/down* (UD) routing, similar to that used in DEC AN1 networks [30] . In addition to providing deadlock-freedom, this routing provides adaptive communication between nodes in an irregular network. With respect to such routing, we first prove that no ordered chain, similar to that proposed in [22] , exists to implement contention-free multicast in dlog P d Ie steps for d destinations. Next, we develop multicast algorithms which 1) minimize the number of communication startups (steps) for a given number of destinations and 2) minimize contention among the communication steps.
We assume a system consisting of switches with k ports per switch. We propose three different multicast algorithms with their respective orderings of destinations. The first algorithm, switch-based ordering (SO), groups the destinations based on the switches to which they are connected to generate an ordered list of destinations. This algorithm implements multicast with dlog P d Ie steps with contention among the steps. The second algorithm, switch-based hierarchical ordering (SHO), provides enhancement by using a two-step hierarchical multicast (interswitch and intraswitch). This algorithm implements a multicast with up to dlog P v I e dlog P ke steps, where a leader node set of size v I is generated after grouping the destinations based on the switches. This algorithm guarantees that the final up to dlog P ke intraswitch steps are contention-free. Finally, we propose a chain concatenation ordering (CCO) algorithm. For a given network and a set of destinations, this algorithm first determines chains of switches (defined as partial-ordered-chains or POCs) which can allow contention-free multicast within themselves. These POCs are concatenated to generate the overall ordered list in order to minimize contention.
Then, we analyze the performance of the proposed CCO algorithm for the scenario where multiple multicasts occur simultaneously in the system. This scenario is a common occurrence in parallel numerical and scientific applications, distributed shared memory systems, etc. In these operations, destination sets of different concurrent multicasts often overlap, leading to nodes participating concurrently in multiple multicasts. We discuss the problem of node contention in such multiple multicasts and describe a technique to reduce such node contention [18] , [16] . Using this technique of using source-based information, we propose a source-partitioned chain concatenation ordering (SPCCO) algorithm. We show how the SPCCO algorithm reduces node contention at the expense of increased link contention. In the remainder of this paper, we refer to link contention simply as contention, whereas we refer to node contention specifically as node contention.
We then compare the four proposed algorithms using extensive detailed simulation experiments. In addition to comparing these algorithms with each other, we compare them against a naive random ordering (RO) algorithm which is used in MPICH [11] , an implementation of MPI. We first use single multicast experiments to isolate the effect of each of the following parameters on the algorithms: system size, switch size, message length, input buffer size, degree of connectivity, destination set size, and communication startup time. Finally, we study the latency of these schemes under increasing multicast load with a variation of a few selected parameters. This study gives us an understanding on how these schemes behave in realistic multiple multicast traffic. Another important issue that has never been studied is the relevance of reducing link contention for multicast algorithms on systems with switches having large input buffers. In other words, is it meaningful at all to consider link contention as a factor during the design of multicast algorithms on systems with large input buffers? Also, as the size of input buffers increases in current-day switches, does link contention become less and less of a factor?
Our simulation results clearly show that the CCO algorithm is capable of implementing multicast with reduced latency for the single multicast scenario. These results also show that the relative performance improvement of the CCO algorithm, with respect to the other algorithms, does not decrease with increase in input buffer size (even with input buffer size of four times the message length). This gives us strong evidence that reducing contention is very important while designing multicast algorithms for systems with large input buffer sizes. The multiple multicast experiment results show that the SPCCO and the CCO algorithms perform the best in terms of latency and throughput achievable in the network. The relative performance of these two algorithms depends on whether the communication start-up time dominates the message propagation time or otherwise. Therefore, we conclude that the SPCCO and the CCO algorithms show significant potential to be applied to current and future generation NOW systems with irregular interconnection.
Several multicast schemes have been recently proposed and evaluated for networks of workstations with cut-through switching. In [29] , Qiao and Ni have proposed a deadlock-free, adaptive routing scheme for irregular networks with cut-through switches. The routing is based on Eulerian trails. In this paper, we have considered the deadlock-free, adaptive UD routing scheme proposed in [30] due to its simplicity and commercial implementation. Multicast schemes using extra network interface support on Myrinet have been proposed in [41] , [5] . Our emphasis in this paper has been on developing alternative multicast algorithms without using any additional network interface support and evaluating their relative performance. In [17] , [34] , [33] , we have shown how the CCO algorithm can be integrated with the smart network interface approach taken in [41] to build more efficient multicast algorithms with lower contention.
In [7] , Cohen et al. have proposed protocols for multicasting and broadcasting on cut-through networks. In this work, it is shown that multicasting can be performed in log P h steps in a link contention-free manner in any network which allows minimal routing. However, the basic nature of irregular networks makes the construction of minimal routing schemes very difficult. Indeed, UD routing is nonminimal. Therefore, the results of [7] cannot be applied to UD routing. In [19] , Hadas et al. have proposed optimal contention-free multicasting using unicast messages. Although this paper assumes the UD routing, there is a further restriction on the routes some messages can take; these routes are called relaxed up-first paths. This further restriction permits the construction of a contention-free multicast for irregular networks. However, the routing scheme is obviously not strict UD routing. The results presented in this paper provide unicast-based multicast solutions for systems supporting the strict UD routing without any constraints.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of irregular networks and some associated issues related to routing. Section 3 shows why implementing contention-free multicast in irregular networks is a nontrivial problem. Section 4 presents the three multicast algorithms in detail. Section 5 discusses the problem of node contention for multiple multicast traffic and proposes the SPCCO algorithm. Simulation experiments and results comparing the relative merits of the multicasting schemes are presented in Section 6. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 7.
IRREGULAR NETWORKS
In this section, we provide models for irregular switchbased networks and the associated cut-through switches. Issues related to UD routing for such a network are discussed. Fig. 1a shows a typical parallel system using switch-based interconnect with irregular topology. Such a network consists of a set of switches where each switch can have a set of ports. The system in the figure consists of eight switches with eight ports per switch. Some of the ports in each switch are connected to processors/workstations, some ports are connected to ports of other switches to provide connectivity between the processors, and some ports are left open for future connections. Such connectivity is typically irregular and the only thing that is guaranteed is that the network is connected. Thus, the interconnection topology of the network can be denoted by a graph q Y i, where V is the set of switches and E is the set of bidirectional links between the switches [2] , [30] . Fig. 1b shows the interconnection graph for the irregular network in Fig. 1a . It is to be noted that all links are bidirectional and multiple links between two switches are possible. A typical switch-based irregular network can be described by using the following parameters:
Network Model
. Ðnumber of processors, . Ðnumber of switches, . kÐnumber of ports per switch, . fÐfraction of the total number of ports in the system which are connected to processors, fk, . Ðpercentage connectivity out of remaining I À fk ports for interconnection.
We assume f HXS in this paper, so half the switch ports of the network are connected to processors. Such a configuration allows a system with a given number of processors to be built using a lower number of switches while allowing a reasonable number of external communication ports per processor [12] . We vary in our model to provide different types of irregular connectivity. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of a generic switch with k ports. Each port consists of one input and one output link. As shown in Fig. 1a , a port can be connected to the port of another switch, a workstation, or kept open. A switch is wired to the workstation through a network interface card which is typically plugged into the I/O bus of the workstation. The switch can implement different types of switching techniques: cut-through or store-and-forward. In this paper, we assume switches implementing cut-through switching. Each port consists of an input and an output buffer. Although these buffers only need to be big enough to capture the header flit of an incoming worm so that the routing decision can be made as soon as the header flit arrives, deeper buffers are usually required to perform flow control efficiently across long links. A k-port switch typically provides a k Â k crossbar connectivity in order to enable a concurrent transfer of messages from the input buffers to any of the output buffers [2] , [30] , [35] , [38] , [39] . However, in many instances, some routing restrictions are used to achieve deadlock-free routing. We consider some of these issues in the following section.
Switch Model

Routing Issues
Several deadlock-free routing schemes have been proposed in the literature for irregular networks [2] , [12] , [29] , [30] . In this paper, we assume the routing scheme for our irregular network to be similar to that used in Autonet [30] due to its simplicity and its commercial implementation. Such routing allows adaptivity and is deadlock-free.
In this routing scheme, a breadth-first spanning tree (BFS) on graph G is first computed using a distributed algorithm. The algorithm has the property that all nodes will eventually agree on a unique spanning tree. Now, the edges of G can be partitioned into tree edges and cross edges. According to the property of BFS trees, a cross edge does not connect two switches which are at a difference of more than one level in the tree. Deadlock-free routing is based on a loop-free assignment of direction to the operational links. In particular, the ªupº end of each link is defined as: 1) the end whose switch is closer to the root in the spanning tree, or 2) the end whose switch has the lower UID (unique ID), if both ends are at switches at the same tree level. Links looped back to the same switch are omitted from the configuration. The result of this assignment is that the directed links do not form loops. Fig. 3 shows in bold the links belonging to the BFS spanning tree embedded on the interconnection graph shown in Fig. 1 . The assignment of the ªupº direction to the links on this network is illustrated. The ªdownº direction is along the reverse direction of the link.
To eliminate deadlocks while still allowing all links to be used, this routing uses the following up/down rule: A legal route must traverse zero or more links in the ªupº direction followed by zero or more links in the ªdownº direction. Putting it in the negative, a packet may never traverse a link along the ªupº direction after having traversed one in the ªdownº direction. Details of this routing scheme can be found in [30] . This routing is also referred to as up Ã adown Ã routing or UD routing. In order to implement the above routing, each switch has an indexed forwarding table. When a worm reaches a switch, the destination address is captured from the header flit of the incoming worm. This address is concatenated with the incoming port number and the result is used to index the switch's forwarding table. The table lookup returns the outgoing port number that the worm should be routed through. The forwarding tables can be constructed to support both shortest path and nonshortest path adaptive routing. In this paper, we only consider shortest path adaptive routing. Thus, the forwarding tables allow only legal routes with the minimum hop count. When multiple shortest path routes exist from the source to the destination, the forwarding table entry shows alternative forwarding ports. The choice of the outgoing port is decided dynamically based on the ports which are free when the header flits arrive at the switch. In the case of multiple outgoing ports being free, the routing scheme randomly selects one of them.
CONTENTION-FREE MULTICAST IN IRREGULAR NETWORKS
In this section, we discuss the significance of ordered chains to achieve contention-free multicast with an optimal number of communication steps. We prove that there does not exist an ordered chain of nodes to implement contention free multicast with a binomial tree-based message pattern on an arbitrary irregular network with the UD routing scheme discussed in Section 2.3.
Contention-Free Multicast with Ordered Chain
Typically, binomial tree-based algorithms have been used in the literature [21] , [22] to implement multicast on meshes, tori, and hypercubes with an optimal number of communication startups (steps). Such an approach requires dlog P d Ie communication steps for a multicast with d destinations. Besides the number of startups, an important factor which affects the overall multicast latency is the contention that messages undergo between different steps of the binomial tree-based algorithm. In [22] , it has been shown that if an ordered chain can be generated among the nodes participating in the multicast, a link contentionfree binomial multicast tree can be constructed. Let the symbol`d denote such an ordering. Such an ordered chain exhibits the following property:
If there exist four nodes w, x, y, and z in an ordered chain such that w`d x`d y`d z, then messages between processors w and x will not contend for any links with messages between processors y and z, even for the boundary condition x y [22] .
Nonexistence of Ordered Chain in Irregular Networks
Using the above property, the contention-free multicast problem in irregular networks reduces to generating an ordered chain among the participating nodes. However, in switch-based networks, concurrent communication between the processors connected to the same switch are contentionfree. Thus, the above problem further reduces to generating an ordered chain among participating switches, where a participating switch is defined as a switch having at least one node connected to it which is participating in the multicast. In the worst case of a broadcast, an ordered chain consisting of all the switches in the network must be generated. This chain can be easily reduced to generate the ordered chain for any arbitrary multicast. The following theorem indicates that it is not always possible to generate such an ordered chain for an arbitrary irregular network:
Given an arbitrary irregular network using the UD routing discussed in Section 2.3, there does not always exist an ordered chain satisfying Property 1 consisting of all the switches in the network.
Proof. Consider an irregular network with the UD routing scheme as discussed in Section 2.3. Let graph G reflect the connectivity between the participating switches for a broadcast. Let us take five switches fs I Y F F F Y s S g in the BFS spanning tree of G such that the subgraph q H in Fig. 4a shows their relative positions in the BFS tree. Let there be no cross links incident on switches
It can be easily seen that the shortest valid route from switch s i to switch s j is along the links of q H , where I iY j S. In the following discussion, let square brackets (e.g., s I Y s P ) indicate that the relative ordering of the switches enclosed within square brackets is not important. We claim that any ordered chain in G containing switches s I to s S must have either
a message from a processor connected to switch s Q to a processor connected to switch s S will contend for the link e with a message from a processor connected to switch s I to a processor connected to switch s R . This scenario is shown in Fig. 4b . This violates Property 1 of ordered chains. Similarly, it can be proven that
Now, let us take an example of seven switches s I to s U in the BFS spanning tree of G such that the subgraph q HH in Fig. 4c shows their relative positions in the BFS tree. Let there be no cross links incident on switches s I to s U , excluding s Q . Using the above reasoning, any ordered chain of G containing switches s I to s U must satisfy all three of the following conditions:
It can be easily observed that such an ordered chain is impossible to generate. Therefore, there exists no ordered chain for an arbitrary irregular graph with the routing discussed in Section 2.3. t u
It is impossible to implement contention-free multicast using the ordered-chain technique. Also, in spite of our best efforts, we found that it is a nontrivial problem to implement contention-free multicast with the optimal number of communication steps in irregular networks using other techniques. Thus, in the next section, we propose alternative ordering schemes and the associated multicast algorithms to implement multicast with reduced contention as well as with a minimum number of steps. In this section, we present several multicast algorithms. A naive random ordering algorithm is introduced first. Then, we propose three new algorithms with the capability for reduced contention during multicast. These multicast algorithms are illustrated with examples to demonstrate their performance and capability to reduce contention.
Random Ordering (RO) Algorithm
Let the source of a multicast be n s and the destination processors be in a set h. The naive RO algorithm randomly orders the elements of the set h fn s g into a list, v H , and executes a binomial tree-based multicast on it. Current generation communication layers use such an algorithm for implementing multicast. For example, the popular MPICH implementation of the MPI standard uses this algorithm for supporting multicast [11] , [23] , [37] . This algorithm is very simple to implement and it takes dlog P jhj Ie communication startups (steps) to complete. Since the destinations and the source are ordered randomly, nothing can be said about the contention among messages of the multicast. Therefore, it is likely that this algorithm is prone to severe contention with an increase in jhj.
Let us consider a sample multicast, shown in Fig. 5 , on the example irregular network in Fig. 1a . Processor 0 is the source and fQY WY ISY ITY IWY PHY PIg is the destination set of this sample multicast. Fig. 7a shows the multicast tree generated using the RO algorithm for the sample multicast. It also shows the list v H , which is a random ordering of the elements of h fn s g for the multicast.
Switch-Based Ordering (SO) Algorithm
The SO algorithm sorts the elements of h fn s g into a list v H such that participating processors on the same switch appear adjacent to each other in v H . This is done by doing a switch-based grouping of the processors and then randomly ordering these groups into the list v H . Similar to the RO algorithm, a binomial tree-based multicast is now performed on v H . Fig. 7b shows the multicast tree generated using the SO algorithm for the sample multicast shown in Fig. 5 on an irregular network. It also details the list v H for the multicast. A formal specification of the SO algorithm is given in Fig. 6 .
Like the RO algorithm, the SO algorithm takes dlog P jhj Ie startups to complete. However, it reduces contention compared to the RO algorithm. In the latter phases of the multicast, nodes send messages to their neighboring nodes in v H . Due to the grouping, there is a higher probability of these communications taking place between processors on the same switch. This reduces interswitch traffic considerably during the latter phases of the multicast when the number of messages is quite large. Intraswitch messages do not contribute to contention since these messages do not use interswitch links. Therefore, the SO algorithm promises better performance compared to the RO algorithm.
Switch-Based Hierarchical Ordering (SHO) Algorithm
The SHO algorithm uses the concepts of leader and hierarchy to guarantee contention-freedom in the latter phases of the multicast. The set h fn s g is partitioned into disjoint subsets such that each subset is represented by a leader node. This partitioning is done in a way such that all participating processors connected to a switch form a disjoint subset. For subsets not containing the source node n s , the processor with the least UID within the subset is chosen as the leader node. The source node n s is chosen as the leader node of its subset. A list v I is formed by randomly ordering all the leader nodes. A formal specification of the SHO algorithm is given in Fig. 8 . The multicast takes place in two stages. The first stage involves executing a binomial tree-based multicast on the elements of the list v I with n s as the source. This stage takes dlog P jv I je startups to complete. It is to be noted that there is no contention-freedom guaranteed during this stage. During the second stage, each leader node does a binomial tree-based multicast over its associated subset members. This stage of the algorithm takes up to dlog P k À Ie startups to complete. This is because there could be up to k À I processors connected to each switch (one port is required for interconnection) and, so, each subset could have up to k À I elements. Since this stage of the multicast consists solely of intraswitch messages, they do not experience any contention with other messages. Therefore, the SHO algorithm has reduced contention compared to the SO algorithm. However, the SHO algorithm takes up to dlog P jv I je dlog P k À Ie startups, which could be more than the number of startups for the SO algorithm for small values of jhj. This advantage is offset as the size of jhj increases and the message length increases. Fig. 7c shows the multicast tree generated using the SHO algorithm for the sample multicast shown in Fig. 5 . It also shows the list v I for the multicast. The communication steps are identified by iY jY where i corresponds to the step number (as in the examples for the RO and SO algorithms) and j corresponds to the stage number. For this sample destination set, the multicast takes four communication steps to complete.
Chain Concatenation Ordering (CCO) Algorithm
The above three algorithms do not attempt to reduce contention during the interswitch multicast steps. In order to reduce such contention, we use a new concept of partial ordered chain (POC) to order the participating switches.
Concept of a Partial Ordered Chain (POC)
A POC is formally defined as follows:
is an ordered list of a subset of the switches in an arbitrary irregular network such that the nodes in the list satisfy Property 1.
As proven by Theorem 1, there does not exist a global ordered chain among the switches of an arbitrary irregular network with the deadlock-free, adaptive routing discussed in Section 2.3. Therefore, we attempt to construct as many longest POCs as possible and concatenate them to form an overall ordering. Such a concatenated chain promises reduced contention among interswitch messages during multicast steps. The following theorem suggests a method of constructing POCs on an irregular network with the routing scheme discussed in Section 2.3: Theorem 2. Let be any ordered list of switches
, where s i is connected to s iI by a ªdownº tree link (from the BFS spanning tree) or a ªdownº cross link connecting switches at different levels of the BFS spanning tree. Then, forms a partial ordered chain (POC). i `e I Y e P Y F F F Y e nÀI b denote the list of ªdownº links such that switch s i is connected to switch s iI by the ªdownº link e i , where s i and s iI P . A message from a processor connected to switch s i to a processor connected to switch s j , where s i`po s j will take only the links from if all the links e i Y e iI Y F F F Y e jÀI are ªdownº tree links of the BFS spanning tree. Fig. 9a shows the only other possible minimal route for worm w iYj from s i to s j . The switches in are highlighted. This scenario cannot occur in a BFS tree because during the construction of the tree, either the cross link e m would be a tree edge of subtree m or the cross link e n would be a tree edge of sub-tree n . However, if there is a cross link e in the list fe i Y e iI Y F F F Y e jÀI g, then a message from a processor connected to s i to a processor connected to s j can take links that are not in , as shown in Fig. 9b . In the figure, worm w iYj takes links not in the list i. In any case, the links taken by worm w iYj cannot be taken by worm w kYl going from s k to s l , where s i`po s j`po s k`po s l . This is because the links e i to e jÀI are at a higher level than the links e k to e lÀI and the worms w iYj and w kYl take minimal paths. Therefore, is a partial ordered chain. t u
Now, given an arbitrary multicast destination set in an arbitrary irregular network, the results of Theorem 2 need to be used to construct longest possible POCs. The CCO algorithm, described in the next section, does this efficiently.
The Algorithm
The CCO algorithm constructs as many longest POCs as possible from the participating processors, concatenates the POCs, and executes a binomial tree-based multicast on this concatenated list. Such an approach promises to minimize the contention because: 1) Messages within a POC do not contend with each other and 2) a message within one POC contends with a message within another disjoint POC only if one of these messages takes links not contained in its POC. An example of the latter situation is given in Fig. 9c . In the figure, switches in two POCs, and H , are highlighted with different shading. The worm w iYj going
A formal specification of the CCO algorithm is given in Fig. 10 as a six-step approach. In the first step, a depth-firstsearch (DFS) is applied on the irregular graph q, starting with the root node r of the BFS spanning tree discussed in Section 2.3 and considering only the ªdownº links specified in Theorem 2. This is to facilitate the construction of the longest POCs. The step results in a DAG, . Fig. 11a shows the DAG, , which is created when the above DFS is applied on the BFS tree in Fig. 3 . Like in the SHO algorithm, a participating switch is defined as one with at least one participating processor connected to it. In the third step, the resultant DAG, , from the DFS is reduced to a DAG, H , which contains only the participating switches. Fig. 11b shows the H created when the from Fig. 11a is reduced according to the multicast described in Fig. 5 .
In order to determine the longest POCs and concatenate them to form an overall ordered list, we carry out a weighted descendents approach. As indicated in Step 4, each switch is given an appropriate weight according to the number of participating processors connected to it and to all its descendent switches. Fig. 11b shows the corresponding weights of each switch in parentheses. The child with the largest weight indicates how to proceed while building the longest POC from the parent. After the weights have been calculated, chains of switches are stripped off from H according to their weights in Step 5. In other words, the heaviest chain gets stripped first from H and the lightest last. These chains are concatenated together in chronological order and each switch is replaced by the participating processors connected to it to form v. The chains of switches stripped off from H in Fig. 11b are l I `SY QY H b and l P `RY P b , in chronological order. The switches in l I and l P are replaced by the participating processors connected to them to generate the POCs: l Step 6. Fig. 11c shows the resultant multicast tree generated in Step 6 and the list v.
It can be observed that the CCO algorithm has significant potential to reduce contention compared to the SHO and the SO algorithms. It incorporates the grouping effect of the SO algorithm by reducing participating processors to participating switches. It counteracts the extra startups due to the hierarchical effect of the SHO algorithm by expanding the switches to the participating processors before the last step. By constructing as many longest POCs as possible and concatenating them together, the contention among messages within POCs is eliminated. The CCO algorithm also takes only dlog P jhje steps to complete. Thus, this algorithm promises potential to implement a multicast with a minimum number of communication startups as well as reduced contention.
AN ALGORITHM FOR MULTIPLE MULTICAST
In this section, we consider how algorithms proposed for single multicasts (like the CCO algorithm) behave for the generalized case of multiple multicast. The problem of node contention is described and a technique of using source based information is applied to propose the SourcePartitioned-CCO (SPCCO) algorithm.
Contention in Multiple Multicast
Multiple multicast operations (i.e., two or more multicasts executing simultaneously) occur frequently in parallel systems. Examples include cache-invalidation in distributed shared memory systems, multiple broadcast in numerical and scientific applications (LU decomposition for example), multiple multicast/broadcast operations during concurrent barrier and reduction operations, etc. In these operations, destination sets of different concurrent multicasts often overlap, leading to nodes participating concurrently in multiple multicasts. In such a scenario, the source node of each multicast uses the same algorithm designed for single multicast and constructs its multicast tree independently. With overlapped destination sets, such construction of trees may result in node contention [18] , [16] . Let us see how node contention arises when using the CCO algorithm for multiple multicast.
As discussed earlier, the CCO algorithm builds a low-contention ordering of all the nodes and uses a binomial tree to deliver the multicast to the destinations. Let the chain concatenation ordering for a multicast be Fig. 12a shows how a multicast message propagates within a sample CCO. The node d enter , which receives the first copy of the message, is positioned halfway in the chain and is called the half-node. The algorithm recursively identifies quarternodes, one-eighth-nodes, and so on as the intermediate nodes.
Now, let us consider two multicasts A and B with identical source-destination sets. According to the CCO algorithm, both these multicasts will have the same CCO as shown in Fig. 12 . Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b show that both multicasts share the same half-node and quarter-nodes. The common half-node for A and B has to sequentialize the four message startups that it undergoes. This leads to node contention and two of the messages are delayed. Similarly, if several multicasts have (nearly) identical chain concatenated orderings, they tend to share the same nodes at the key positions along the orderings, leading to hot spots. In the worst case of multiple multicast, many-to-all broadcast, each broadcast has the same chain concatenated ordering. Therefore, all the sources choose the same node halfway in the ordering to which to send their first messages, the node quarter-way in the ordering to which to send their second messages, and so on. This leads to severe node contention and high latency for the multiple multicasts. In an earlier work, we presented a detailed analysis of node contention in the context of regular networks [18] , [16] .
A method to reduce node contention is to make each multicast choose unique intermediate nodes as different as possible from the rest. With dynamic multicast patterns, all concurrent multicasts are unaware of one another. This means that a multicast has no information whatsoever about the source and destinations of the other multicasts. A good multicast algorithm should use some local information to make its tree as unique as possible. The local information that our new algorithm uses is the position of the source in the system which is unique for each multicast. This technique was proposed and used in [18] , [16] to propose the SPUmesh algorithm for regular networks. We use the same technique to propose a new Source Partitioned CCO (SPCCO) algorithm for irregular networks.
Source-Partitioned-CCO (SPCCO) Algorithm
In this section, we propose and discuss the new SPCCO algorithm, which reduces the effect of node contention in multiple multicasts.
The Algorithm
As the name suggests, the Source Partitioned CCO algorithm partitions the ordering according to the position of the source in the ordering. Let the concatenated chain ordering (created by the CCO algorithm) containing the source and destinations be È. A new ordering È H , is obtained by a rotate-left operation on È till the source shifts to the beginning of È H . Now, the binomial tree-based multicast is built on È H . The algorithm is formally presented in Fig. 13 .
Reduced Node Contention
Changing ordering È to È H causes the multicast pattern to be dependent on the position of the source. In other words, each multicast chooses a different half-node, depending on the position of its corresponding source node. This reduces the node contention for the centrally positioned node. When È H is divided recursively at each stage of the algorithm, the above effect carries over. Therefore, node contention and latency is reduced for multiple multicast as compared to the CCO algorithm. Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b show the respective multicast patterns using the CCO and the SPCCO algorithms for the sample multicast of Fig. 11 . The ordering, È, from Fig. 14a has been rotated left till the source, node 0, is at the beginning of the new ordering, È H , shown in Fig. 14b . It can be seen that the choice of the half-node and quarter-nodes is now based on the position of the source. Also, it should be noted that the new ordering generated by the SPCCO algorithm has all the POCs of the original ordering (generated by the CCO algorithm) intact, except the POC, which contains the source node. This POC is now split into two parts, a part of it is at the beginning of the È H and the remainder is at the end of È H . Although it is not apparent in this example, the splitting of the POC might lead to an increase in inter-POC messages. As discussed earlier, intra-POC messages do not contend for links between themselves. However, inter-POC message are not guaranteed to be contention-free among themselves and with respect to other messages. Thus, a general increase in inter-POC messages (and, therefore, an increase in link contention) is expected using the SPCCO algorithm. However, it is not clear how much this increase in link contention will offset the reduction in node contention for the case of multiple multicast. Section 6.4 studies this issue using detailed latency versus applied load simulation experiments.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present results of simulation experiments to compare the three algorithms proposed in Section 4 and the SPCCO algorithm proposed in Section 5.
Experiments and Performance Measures
We used a C++/CSIM-based simulation test-bed [27] for our experiments. The simulation test-bed is capable of modeling a large number of topologies and can model a variety of flow control techniques ranging from wormhole routing to virtual cut-through. We assumed cut-through switching as the flow control technique. For all simulation experiments, we assumed system and technological parameters representative of the current trend in technology. The following default parameters were used: t s (communication start-up time) IHXH microseconds, t phy (link propagation time) IPXS nanoseconds, t route (routing delay at switch) SHH nanoseconds, t sw (switching time across the router crossbar for a flit) IPXS nanoseconds, t inj (time to inject a flit into network) IPXS nanoseconds, and t ons (time to consume a flit from network) IPXS nanoseconds. The default message length was assumed to be 128 flits and the default input buffer size at each port was assumed to be 64 flits. In our earlier work [15] , we had presented results assuming single-flit input buffers at each port (wormhole routing). Here, we present generalized results for cut-through switching with large input buffers at each port.
We used two types of experiments to measure the performance of the proposed multicasting schemes. In the first type of experiments, we measured the latency of single multicasts for each of the schemes to study the effect of different parameters on the relative latencies of the schemes. We assumed that exactly one multicast occurs in the system at any given time and that there is no other network traffic. The results from these experiments give us an estimate of the best possible performance of each of the schemes in isolation. Furthermore, the results help us isolate the effect of the various network parameters on the performance of each of the schemes. The destinations and network topologies were generated randomly. For each data point, the multicast latency was averaged over 30 different sets of destinations for each of 10 different network configurations. The 95 percent confidence intervals generated for the data points were observed to be extremely narrow. For our study, we varied each of the following parameters one at a time: the system size, the message length, the startup overhead time, the switch size, the input buffer size in the switches, and the degree of connectivity. In a real parallel system, however, it is unlikely that, at any given moment, the only traffic in the network is due to a single multicast. A more likely traffic scenario consists of multiple concurrent multicasts in the system. We used such traffic for our second type of experiments. We applied an increasing load consisting of multicast traffic alone and examined the load at which the network saturates with each of the multicasting schemes under the influence of the various parameters. As in [40] , [36] , we used effective applied load 1 as a measure of our stimulus. For a multicast of degree 2 m and a load of f i , the effective applied load is mf i . For each data point, the multicast latency reported was calculated by taking the average of the latencies obtained from experiments run on 10 different network configurations which were randomly generated. We studied the performance of two different degrees of multicasts over the range of loads till saturation. We also varied each of the following parameters one at a time: the message length, the input buffer size in the switches, the switch size, and the startup overhead time. The next section discusses the irregular topologies used for the experiments and how they were generated.
Generating Random Irregular Topologies
For all experiments of the first type (single multicast), we assumed a default system configuration of 256 processors interconnected by 64 eight-port switches in irregular topologies. For all experiments of the second type (latency-throughput), we assumed a default system configuration of a 32-processor system interconnected by eight eight-port switches in an irregular topology. The smaller system size was required to make the latencythroughput simulations manageable in terms of memory and processing time. However, it is clear that the results obtained for the smaller system will scale well to larger systems.
Let us look at the process used for generating the irregular topologies mentioned above. To generate a topology with s k-port switches and p nodes, we reduced the problem to that of generating interconnections among (sk À p) switch ports so that the graph with the switches as vertices remains connected. It was assumed that all ports of a switch are full duplex. Links were not allowed between ports of the same switch. Depending on a parameter which we call the percentage connectivity, we allow a certain number of switch ports to remain unconnected (i.e., they have no attached links). For an interconnection with 100 percent connectivity, we have a total of s Â k À p ports available, each of which are connected to the port of another switch via a bidirectional link. On the other hand, for a percentage connectivity of 80 percent, we have s Â k À p Â HXV switch ports which are connected to other switches: s Â k À p Â HXP of the switch ports remain unconnected. The default percentage connectivity was fixed at 75 percent. A random number generator was used to generate the port and switch to which a given switch port should be connected or to decide if the port should be connected to a processing node. In the preliminary version of this work [15] , we assumed half the ports of each switch to be connected to processors. Here, we place no restriction on the number of processor nodes connected to a switch. This allows us to create certain types of topologies where some switches are used purely for interconnection and have no processor nodes connected to them.
Single Multicast Performance
We now present our results of the single multicast experiments on the proposed multicasting schemes. One by one, the effect of each parameter on the performance of the schemes is examined. As described earlier, 10 random topologies were generated for each experiment. Then, 30 random multicasts were generated for each multicast set size and for each topology and each data point reported in the graphs is the average latency of these 300 multicasts.
Effect of System Size
First, we examined the effect of variation in system size on the performance of the proposed multicasting schemes. We simulated the RO, SO, SHO, CCO, and SPCCO algorithms on four different system configurations with 64, 128, 256, and 512 processors, respectively. The switch size was fixed at eight ports, but the number of switches was 16, 32, 64, and 128 for each system configuration, respectively. All other parameters were maintained at their respective default values. Fig. 15 shows these results. It can be observed that the CCO and SPCCO algorithms perform the best for all system sizes and destinations. As the system size increases, the benefits of the CCO and SPCCO algorithms become more prominent. For example, on a 512-processor system with 256 destinations, the reduction in multicast latency achieved by the CCO algorithm is around 35 percent, 17 percent, and 15 percent compared to the RO, SO, and SHO algorithms, respectively. The CCO algorithm performs marginally better than the SPCCO algorithm, although this is not apparent in Fig. 15 . Since the performance of the SPCCO algorithm is nearly identical to that of the CCO algorithm, we only present but do not discuss the SPCCO results in the remaining single multicast performance results.
It can be observed that the RO algorithm performs the worst. The relative multicast latency using the RO algorithm increases considerably as we move to larger systems and larger number of destinations. The SO algorithm performs well for small sizes of destination sets. However, its latency also increases as we move to larger systems and a larger number of destinations. The SHO algorithm does not perform well for smaller sizes of destination sets because of its additional start-up requirement. However, as the number of destinations increases, it performs reasonably well and its performance falls between the SO and CCO algorithms.
1. The load on a network is a measure of the stress on the network due to the traffic injected into it. This value is typically expressed as a fraction of the maximum value of 1, which corresponds to a traffic pattern where every possible injection channel is injecting one flit into the network every cycle. As described in [40] , [36] , we need to use a variation of this measure, called the effective applied load, to capture the stress on the network due to multicast traffic. This is because a multicast flit injected into the network corresponds to the injection of many unicast message flits in terms of the impact it has on network resources since multiple copies are made of the multicast flit as it traverses the network.
2. The degree of a multicast is the number of destinations it covers.
Effect of Message Length
We studied the impact of message length on the four algorithms. Five different message lengthsÐ64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 flits on a 256-processor system with default parameters were considered. Fig. 16 shows the respective results. It can be easily observed that CCO > SHO > SO > RO for all message lengths, where > reflects the capability to implement the multicast with reduced latency. Also, the improvement in performance obtained by the CCO algorithm increases with increase in message length. This is because a longer message size accentuates the link contention between messages and this leads to a larger difference in the performance of the algorithms. This is also reflected in the SHO algorithm outperforming the SO algorithm as the message length is increased.
Effect of Communication Start-Up Time
We studied the effect of communication start-up time on the performance of the four algorithms. The default 256-processor system configuration was used with four different communication start-up times: 1.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 microseconds. Fig. 17 shows the respective multicast latencies. It can be observed that, with higher communication start-up time, the CCO algorithm shows smaller benefits compared to the SO and SHO algorithms. This is expected because, for a given message length, higher start-up times reduce the contention between different phases of the multicast algorithm. The performance of the SHO algorithm worsens with increase in start-up time due to the extra start-up overhead of the SHO algorithm. However, it is clear that, as the start-up time diminishes, the CCO algorithm clearly performs the best for all destination sizes. This is because decreasing the start-up time accentuates the link contention in the network. Currently, researchers are exploring multiple directions to design efficient network interface architectures [17] , [41] and messaging layers [10] , [25] , [42] , [43] to reduce communication start-up time. In this context, the current results indicate that message contention in multicast will gradually dominate with reduction in communication startup time. Thus, algorithms like the CCO hold great promise for implementing multicast with reduced latency in future systems.
Effect of Switch Size
We studied the effect of switch size on the performance of the four algorithms. The default 256-processor system was considered with three different switch sizes: 8, 16, and 32 ports. Fig. 18 shows the performance results. It can be observed that, with smaller switch size, the CCO algorithm performs the best. As switch size increases, a greater number of communication steps become intraswitch steps. Since intraswitch steps are contention-free, it leads to reduced contention for the overall multicast and the algorithms start delivering equal performance. However, for a larger number of destinations, contention still exists for the RO and SHO algorithms. Thus, for bigger switch size and a larger number of destinations, either the SO or the CCO algorithm can be used.
Effect of Input Buffer Size
In the preliminary version of this work [15] , we showed that the CCO algorithm performs the best with wormhole routed switches, i.e., cut-through switches with single flit input buffer size. It is well known that increasing input buffer size will allow blocked worms to pool up at the buffers and release downstream links that would otherwise have remained reserved. This should allow other worms to use these freed links. Current day cut-through switches provide large input buffers [2] , [12] , [38] . This leads us to question the very need for low contention multicast algorithms, since larger input buffers reduce link contention.
To answer this question, we studied the impact of input buffer size (in the switches) on multicast latency. The default system size of 256 processors was considered with five different input buffer sizes: 16 flits, 64 flits, 128 flits, 256 flits, and 512 flits. The default message length of 128 flits was used for these experiments. Fig. 19 shows the associated performance results. These results show that, even with an input buffer size of 512 flits (4 times the message length of 128 flits), the multicast latency of the CCO algorithm is clearly less than the other schemes. In fact, the multicast latencies of all four schemes does not vary much. This is because the increase in buffer space has only moved the contention from the interswitch links to the input buffers of the switches. These results let us draw a very important conclusion: Contention is still an important factor in the design of efficient multicast algorithms, even for systems with large input buffers in switches.
Effect of Degree of Network Connectivity
Finally, we studied the impact of degree of network connectivity on single multicast latency. The default system size of 256 processors was considered with three different degrees of network connectivity: 65 percent, 75 percent, and 90 percent. Fig. 20 shows the associated performance results. With lesser connectivity, the number of communication links reduces in an irregular network, leading to a lower number of adaptive paths and more contention for multicast. Under such circumstances, the CCO algorithm delivers the best performance. As the degree of connectivity increases, the contention effect reduces, but does not get completely eliminated. Thus, with higher connectivity, the CCO algorithm still performs better compared to other algorithms, but the benefits are reduced.
Latency versus Applied Load for Multiple Multicast
We now present our results for multiple multicast latency under an increasing multicast load for the proposed algorithms. We used two different multicast degrees in our experiments: 15-way multicasts (i.e., multicasts with 15 destinations) and 27-way multicasts. As mentioned earlier, a 32-processor system was assumed for these experiments. For each of our experiments, our simulations were run for at least one million cycles, with measurements beginning after a cold-start time of 500,000 cycles. It is worth keeping in mind that for each of the networks, the maximum unicast throughput (assuming no software overheads and no contention for the I/O bus) with UD routing has been observed to be less than 0.18 in our simulations and in other work [29] . Also, each of the plots in this section show multicast latency against effective applied load, as discussed in Section 6.1. Again, 10 random topologies were generated for each experiment, the results reported is an average over these 10 topologies. The SHO algorithm is not included in all the results reported in this section. This is because the SHO algorithm performed worse than all the remaining schemes due to the extra startup overhead.
Effect of Message Length
Fig . 21 shows the results of our experiments under variation of the message length: 64, 128, and 256 flits. For a smaller message length of 64 flits, the SPCCO and CCO algorithms perform almost the same for a smaller degree (15) , but the SPCCO algorithm outperforms the rest for a higher degree (27) for the same message length. It should be noted that, with increasing message length, the applied load at which the CCO algorithm saturates starts catching up with that of the SPCCO algorithm (and even overtakes it in Fig. 21c ). This is shown clearly in the increase in message length from 128 flits to 256 flits (Fig. 21b to Fig. 21c and Fig. 21e to Fig. 21f ). These trends can be explained as follows: For smaller multicast destination sets, the degree of overlapping of the half-nodes, quarter-nodes, etc., of the various concurrent multicasts is not high enough to offset the link contention in the SPCCO algorithm. In other words, the node contention in the CCO algorithm with low degree of multicast (and fewer overlapping destination sets) is not high enough to offset the increased link contention in the SPCCO algorithm. However, with increase in the degree of multicast (27) , the degree of overlapping between intermediate nodes of concurrent multicasts increases. This results in an increase in node contention for the CCO, SO, and RO algorithms. This resultant node contention is reduced in the SPCCO algorithm. Therefore, with increase in multicast degree, the performance of the SPCCO algorithm improves in comparison to the other algorithms. This can be clearly seen with the increase in multicast degree from Fig. 21a to Fig. 21d, Fig. 21b to Fig. 21e, and Fig. 21c to Fig. 21f . This trend can also be seen in all the remaining results reported in this section.
With increase in message length, the link contention in the network increases. This is because longer messages hold up more network links for a longer period of time. This increase in link contention affects the SPCCO algorithm more than the CCO algorithm. At some point, the increase in link contention in SPCCO offsets the node contention in the CCO algorithm (as seen with the increase in message length from Fig. 21b to Fig. 21c ). Therefore, with increase in message length, the performance of the CCO algorithm improves in comparison to the SPCCO algorithm and the other algorithms as well.
Another point to be noted is that the latency-throughput curves do not have a well-defined knee to indicate the saturation point for a message length of 64 flits. This is because the start-up overhead is too large compared to the propagation time of 64 flit messages in the network. Therefore, the network does not saturate easily with this ratio of start-up overhead time to message propagation time in the network. With increase in message length, there is a reduction in the dominance of the start-up overhead time over the network propagation time. This results in the curves having a well-defined curve to indicate the saturation point. Fig. 22 shows the results of our experiments under variation of the input buffer size in the switches: 16, 64, and 128 flits. As in Fig. 21a, Fig. 22a shows that the CCO algorithm outperforms the SPCCO algorithm for a lower degree of multicast (15) for a smaller buffer size. As explained in the above discussion, the SPCCO algorithm outperforms the CCO algorithm with increase in multicast degree (27) . This can be clearly seen when comparing any of Fig. 22a,  Fig. 22b , and Fig. 22c with Fig. 22d, Fig. 22e, and Fig. 22f , respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 22f that the applied load at which the SPCCO algorithm saturates is around 15 percent, 33 percent, and 45 percent higher than the load at which the CCO, SO, and RO algorithms saturate, respectively.
Effect of Input Buffer Size
With increase in buffer size, the relative performance of all the algorithms does not vary much. We saw in Section 6.3.5 that the relative single multicast latency performance of the algorithms is not effected by an increase in buffer size. This trend also holds true for multiple multicast traffic. Fig. 23 shows the results of our experiments under variation in switch size. In this experiment, we kept the degree of network connectivity at 100 percent. This is due to the fact that the switch size was required to be varied as 4, 8, and 16 ports. To maintain the same number of switch ports in the system, the number of switches for each of these configurations were 16, 8, and 4, respectivelly.
Effect of Switch Size
Sixteen 4-port switches and 32 processors give 32 free ports, which, with 75 percent connectivity, results in only 24 ports, i.e., 12 bidirectional links. It is obvious that 12 bidirectional links cannot connect a 16-switch system. Therefore, we assumed 100 percent connectivity in this experiment to allow 4-port switch configurations of the system. It is to be noted that lower degrees of connectivity will lead to higher link contention and will thus favor the CCO algorithm over the SPCCO algorithm.
As expected, the performance of the SPCCO algorithm improves compared to that of the CCO algorithm with increase in degree of multicast. Also, an increase in switch size favors the SPCCO algorithm over the CCO algorithm. This is because an increase in switch size results in a greater number of communication steps becoming intraswitch steps. Since intraswitch steps are contention-free, it leads to reduced link contention for the multiple multicast traffic. This favors the SPCCO algorithm. Fig. 24 shows the results of our experiments under variation of the start-up overhead time: 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 microseconds. As expected, the performance of the SPCCO algorithm improves compared to that of the CCO algorithm with increase in degree of multicast. With increase in start-up time, the SPCCO algorithm outperforms the CCO and other algorithms. The reason is as follows: A higher start-up time reduces the effect of link contention due to the fact that contention occurs during the propagation time of messages in the network. Thus, if the start-up overhead substantially dominates the propagation time, the effect of link contention is reduced. Also, with increasing start-up time, the effect of node contention is accentuated. Therefore, an increase in start-up time favors the SPCCO algorithm.
Effect of Communication Start-up Time
It should also be noted that, with an increase in start-up time, the latency-throughput curves do not have a welldefined knee to indicate the saturation point. This can be seen especially in the graphs with start-up time = 20 "s. This is due to the fact that the start-up overhead dominates the propagation time and this results in the network not saturating easily. A similar trend is seen (and explained) for small message lengths in Section 6.4.1. Fig. 25 shows the results of our experiments under start-up time set to zero. These results are presented to give an idea of the throughput obtainable from the proposed multicast algorithms under the ideal assumption of zero start-up time. This assumption unfairly highlights the link contention in each of the algorithms and gives a clear picture of how much the CCO algorithm succeeds in reducing link contention.
Evaluation with Zero Start-Up Time
It can be clearly seen in Fig. 25 that the CCO algorithm substantially outperforms the remaining algorithms. In fact, the saturation applied load for the CCO algorithm is 50 percent, 50 percent, and 100 percent more than that for the SPCCO, SO, and RO algorithms, respectively.
Summary of Results
In summary, the CCO algorithm performs significantly better than the RO, SO, and SHO algorithms and marginally better than the SPCCO algorithm for the case of single multicast. The difference in performance of these algorithms increases with increase in message length, decrease in communication start-up time, decrease in switch size, and decrease in degree of network connectivity. Also, the CCO algorithm scales very well with system sizeÐits relative performance with respect to the other algorithms improves with increase in system size. Also, the relative performance of these algorithms does not change with increase in buffer size. This leads to the important conclusion that contention is still an important factor in the design of efficient multicast algorithms for systems with large input buffers in switches. In the case of multiple multicast, 1) the SPCCO algorithm outperforms the CCO algorithm when node contention dominatesÐwith higher degree of multicast and larger switches and 2) the CCO algorithm outperforms the SPCCO algorithm when link contention dominatesÐwith longer messages and lower communication start-up time. Therefore, when designing efficient collective communication support, it is recommended that either the SPCCO algorithm or the CCO algorithm be used judiciously, depending on the technological parameters (like communication start-up time and switch size) and characteristics of the application (like message length and multicast degree).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown efficient ways of implementing multicast on the emerging irregular switch-based cutthrough networks using UD routing and unicast message passing. First, we have proven that it is not possible to construct a complete ordered chain of destinations to implement multicast in a contention-free manner with optimal number of communication steps. Then, we have proposed three new multicast algorithms (SO, SHO, and CCO) with their respective orderings of destinations. We have discussed the problem of node contention for multiple multicast traffic and proposed the SPCCO algorithm for efficient multicast in such traffic.
These algorithms, together with a naive random ordering (RO), have been evaluated through simulation for a wide range of system sizes, message lengths, switch sizes, input buffer sizes, degrees of connectivity, destination set sizes, and communication start-up times. The simulation results demonstrate the CCO algorithm to be the best for a wide range of system and technological parameters in the single multicast scenario. This algorithm implements multicast with the least amount of contention and minimum latency. The SO algorithm does better than the SHO algorithm for small sizes of destination sets. However, the SHO outperforms the SO as the system size and the number of destinations increase. Overall, for relatively large systems and a large number of destinations, the four algorithms have been demonstrated to perform in the following order: CCO (best) > SHO > SO > RO (worst). We have also clearly demonstrated that reducing link contention should be a major focus during the design of efficient multicast algorithms, even for systems with large input buffers in the switches. This is because increasing input buffers in switches only shifts the contention from the links to the buffers, but does not reduce the multicast latency. In the case of multiple multicast traffic, we have shown that the SPCCO outperforms the CCO algorithm with higher degree of multicast and larger switches and the CCO algorithm outperforms the SPCCO algorithm with increase in message length and decrease in communication start-up time.
As the network/cluster of workstations platform gradually becomes a more popular alternative for high performance computing, the importance of efficient multicasting on such systems will prove to be critical to the overall performance of the system. With a wealth of research focused on reducing the software start-up overhead at the host workstations, reducing contention while designing efficient multicast algorithms is unavoidable, even for systems with large input buffers in switches. Therefore, the CCO and SPCCO algorithms demonstrate significant potential to be applied to current and future generation networks of workstations with irregular interconnection. Also, it will be an interesting exercise to extend this framework to see how other collective communication operations, like barrier synchronization, complete exchange, etc., can be implemented on irregular networks with low latency. 
